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On the Connective ^-Homology Groups
of the Classifying Spaces BZ/pr
By

Shin HASHIMOTO*

§ 0.

Introduction

Let p be a prime number and Z/pr be a cyclic group of order pr '.
We choose BZ/pr, the classifying space of Z/pr, as the colimit of the
lens spaces Ln(pr), It is well known that K2n(BZ/pr) =0Z^ by Atiyah
[1], Atiyah-Segal [2], and K^-^BZ/p*} =®Z/p°° by Vick [9] (and the
groups of other degrees are trivial) .
We consider the connective X-theory k. Using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, connective K- (co) homology group of BZ/pr is
a subgroup of periodic K- (co) homology group of BZ/pr. And the Atiyah
Hirzebruch spectral sequence also shows that k2n-i (BZ/pr) is a finite
group for any n. Moreover, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence determines its order.
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the additive structure of
In Section 1 we interpret the group k2n-i (BZ/pr) by the group
K(Ln(pr)}.
In Section 2 we use the Gysin sequence to determine the
generators and the relations of k2n-i (BZ/pr) . In Section 3 we give the
explicit structure of kZn-\ (BZ/pr) .
The author expresses his hearty gratitude to Professors S. Araki,
Z. Yosimura and A. Kono for their invaluable suggestions.
§ 1. Connective IC-Theory and Classifying Spaces
Let Z/m be a cyclic group of order m, which is naturally a subCommunicated by N. Shimada, October 16, 1982.
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group of ^cC.

We consider the standard lens space
Ln(m) = S2n+l/(Z/m)

where Szn+1 is a unit sphere in Cn+\

Then, Ln(m) is a CW-complex

2n + l

with the cell decomposition Ln(m) = U e7'. We denote the 2?2-skeleton of
Ln(m) by

£?<» = {[>0, .-.,Zn] ^Ln(m) ; zn is real
Naturally, Ln(m) is a subcomplex of Ln+1 (m) .

We denote L°° (m) =

71

colim L ( TTZ) , which is a classifying space of Z/m as is well known.
n

We consider the complex ^-homology theory K* and its associated
connective theory ^[0,00)^ = ^^.

Lemma I. JL [3]
isomorphisms

For any CW-complex X, there hold natural

k, (X) = Im (i. :Kt(Xw^Kq (Xc'+1)) )
-where i is the inclusion of X(q\ the q-skeleton of X, to X(q+1\
The cofibration
L"-1 (m} -^Ll

(m)

-^52"

induces an exact sequence

g^

(Z/-1 (m) ) -^»£I._1 (Lf (m) ) -^K^

(52n) = 0 .

So we have
Corollary 1. 2. kzn-i (BZ/m) = K2n-, (Lf (m) ) .
As is proved in [10], there holds the universal coefficient exact
sequence for X-cohomology theory

(1. 3)

0-»Ext (£„_! (X) , Z) ->K* (X)
-^Hom (^* (X) , Z) ->0 .

Using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, we have
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Lemma 1.4.

(i)
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K2n (LI (m) ) = 0,

K2n-i(L% (m)) is a finite group of order mn.

(ii)

The exact sequence (1. 3) and Lemma 1.4

(i) imply

Ext (K2n^ (Ln, (m) ) , Z) =K2n (L0n (m) ) .

Corollary 1. 5.

And by Lemma 1.4

(ii) , we have

K2n^ (Ln, (m) ) =Ext (K2n^ W (m) ) , Z) .

Corollary 1. 6.

The composition of the isomorphisms of Corollaries 1. 2, 1. 5 and
1. 6 gives

Proposition I. 7,

k^-i (BZ/m) =K2n (L0n (m) ) .

The additive structure of KZn (L% (m))
r

when m = p , where p is a prime.

is determined in [5] and [6]

Since the isomorphism of Corollary

1. 6 is not natural, Proposition 1. 7 does not determine the generators of
&271-1 (BZ/m) .

We determine the generators in the next section.

Remark 1.8. It is natural to consider the group k*(BZ/pr),
k* is the connective K-cohomology theory.
k2n(BZ/pr)
cokernel.

=®Z~ which is a subgroup of K2n(BZ/pr)
2n

r

This cokernel is K' (BZ/p ),

the 0-coconnective X-cohomology theory.
r

to ^2n-s (BZ/p ) .
n

where K'* = K(-oo, -1]* is
And K'2n(BZ/pr)

is isomorphic

This isomorphism is obtained in two ways as follows:

£(-oo, -lY (X)=Im(K2n(X(2n^^K2n(X(2n-^andthe
l

r

r

2n

L ~ (p ) -»L? (p ) -+S
2n

so K'
(ii)

with a finite

n

(i)

r

(BZ/p )

where

But it is easy to see that

^K

2n

2n

r

induces a surjection K (L%(p ))
1

cofibration

->K

2n

(L11'1 (pr))

r

(L"- (p ) ) =l2n

The natural isomorphism

and the universal coefficient exact sequence

0-^Ext (k^.! (X) , Z) ->£ ( - oo, 0] * (X) -^Hom (k* (X) , Z) -»0

y
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leads us to the required isomorphism.
As the dual of these facts, K^-^BZ/p7") =© Z/p°° and there holds
an exact sequence

0-»!« (BZ/fT) ->£„ (BZ/jT) ->£'«, (BZ/pr) ^0 .
§ 20

Gysio Sequence

Let /i* be a complex oriented multiplicative cohomology theory and
h% be its associated homology theory.

For any complex vector bundle

£, we denote the euler class of f in A*-theory by %(?)• Let y be the
canonical line bundle over CP°° and -r = %0?), the A*-euler class of 77.
Then, h* (CP°°) = h* (point) [|>]]

([4]), and xOf1) = |>]F.r, the w-times

of x in the sense of the formal group F of h*.

Proposition 2. 1. [7]

There holds the Gysin exact sequence

-••-»/i s|e _ 1 (OP00) ->A # (BZ/m) -^h

-where jUm(a) =%(^ m ) H a.

Now we restrict h* to the periodic ^-theory and the connective
Let u£EK~z(point)

X-theory.

be the Bott element.

Then, for a complex

line bundle f the J^*-euler class %(?) is defined to be ^ -1 ([f] — !)•
1

m

1 1

- zr ( (1 + ux) -1) = f] (™] u'- * .

Thus

Since K* (CP°°) = ^* (point)

], we use the duality and have

Lemma 2. 2.
(ii)

(i)

K2n+1 (CP°°) = 0,

KZn(CP°°) = Z<ft,,; z + j - n

-where Ptij is the dual base of u~*x*9 i.e.,
Using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, we have

Corollary 2. 3.

k* (CP°°) is a subgroup of K* (CP°°) and k2n(CP°°)
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is spanned by {&,./; i + j^n,
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i,j^>0}.

So we have the commutative diagram with horizontal exact sequences

0- » k

n

(2.4)

n

n

0 - >K*n(CP- ^H^ 2n _ 2 (CP~) -tUg^BZ/m) - >0 .
We compute the map jum in .K-homology theory with the Kronecker product.

So we have

Lemma 2. 5.
Because of the diagram (2. 4) the identity in Lemma 2.5

for K-

homology theory applies also to &-homology theory.
We put 7T (/?„-/-!,/) =Bj for 0</^;z-l, and Bj = 0 for J<0.

Lemma 2.6.

k2n^(BZ/m) =

-where
Lemma 2.7 (N. Mahammed [8]).

K(Ln(m)) -

-1,^+1>.
We define a module homomorphism
rf
by

=I<=Z,
Bn^ k^-i (BZ/m) .
Then, it is easy to show

Then
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Lemma 2. 8.

The homomorphism d is a -well defined

map and

it is an isomorphism.

§ 3.
The group K(Ln(pr))

Main Theorem

is calculated by Kobayashi, Sugawara

[11]

and Fujii, Kobayashi, Shimomura, Sugawara [5] when p = 2, and Kobayashi, Murakami, Sugawara [6] when p is an odd prime.

We use the

process of their calculations and have the main theorem.
We define an integer t(i) — t(z, r, n) as follows.
r

p — l}.

Let N=mm{n,

For an integer z, satisfying l<;i<,N, we put i = d-}-ps for 0<^d

<PS(P-1), and n-ps+l = as,nps(p-l) +bs>n such that $<bs,n<ips (p-I} •

Let

*f,n

Then we define t(i) —pr~s~1+aj

^

_

...

and an element of kzn-i (BZ/pr),

B(i)

= B(i,n) by
s

p«

_/

if bs,n^d<^bs>n +ps — 1 or
p^ /^ s \
otherwise.

Theorem 3. 1.

Remark 3. 2.

The Adams operations of the generators of

([5], [6]) are computable.
r

K'*(BZ/p )

And it is also true for the generators of

in Remark 1.8.

We consider the case of k* (BZ/pr).

The map 7T of Section 2 is a

composition of Thorn isomorphism and the boundary homomorphism, and
Thorn isomorphism do not commute with the Adams operation.

So the

Adams operations on the generators of Theorem 3. 1 is hard to compute
in this way.
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